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DECISION

Moreno, J.:

Accused Matanog Mangansan Mapandi (Mapandi), Myma A.
Almonte (Almonte) and Francisco Merilles (Merilles) are charged before
this Court with the crime of estafa under Article 315, paragraph 2(a) of
the Revised Penal Code, as amended. The Information reads as follows:

xxxx

That on or about December 4, 2009, or sometime
prior or subsequent thereto, in the City of Naga,
Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable
Court, accused MATANOG MANGANSAN MAPANDI, a
high-ranking public officer, being an Assistant Secretary
(SG 29), Department of Energy (DOE), while in the
performance of his official duties as such and committing
the crime in relation to his office and taking advantaj f'7 ;f1
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thereof, conspiring and confederating with MYRNA
ALMONTE and FRANCISCO MERILLES, private
respondents, did then and there wilfully, unlawfully, and
criminally defraud Elizabeth DS. Sibulo, thru deceit or false
pretense by making it appear that they possess power and
influence in facilitating the approval and release of the
Php50M solar street lighting project in Magarao,
Camarines Sur in favor of Cha Construction & Supply, a
licensed contractor, for a fee, which deceit or false pretense
induced Elizabeth DS. Sibulo to part with her personal
money in the amount of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
PESOS (PhpIOO,OOO.OO),which the accused received and
appropriated for their own benefit, when in truth and in fact
and as the accused knew fully well, they had no such power
and influence in the approval and release of the Php50M
solar street lighting project and that the same was
disapproved by the DOE, thus, causing damage and
prejudice to Elizabeth DS. Sibulo, in the amount aforestated

CONTRARY TO LA W 1

Accordingly, Warrants of Arresf were issued for their immediate
apprehension.

Mapandi voluntarily surrendered and posted bail on March 17,
2017.3 He pleaded "Not Guilty" to the offense charged when arraigned
on April 18,2017.4 Meanwhile, Almonte and Merilles remained at-large.

The parties did not enter into any plea bargaining agreement during
the pre-trial conference held on August 30, 2017. However, the parties
stipulated that at all times relevant to the cases, the person named
Matanog Mapandi: was a public officer, being then the Assistant
Secretary of DOE; maintains a savings account in Land Bank of the
Philippines under Account No. 0717-0242-14; and is the same accused in
SB-16-CRM-0704-0724.5

The documentary exhibits for the prosecution were marked as
Exhibits "A" to "S" (with sub-markings), and that of the defense as
Exhibits" 1" to "5", also with sub-markings. The intended witnesses for
the prosecution were private complainant Elizabeth DS. Sibulo; Charmi
S. Paraiial; a representative from the Land Bank of the Philippines; Neil
Hardy S. Salazar; a representative from the Office of the Municipal f

Italics ours; emphasis in the original. Ir>
Record, pp. 144-146. ( /
Id. At 226.
Id. At 246. Mapandi pleaded 'not guilty' on all 21 counts, including SB-16-CRM-0704.
See Pre-Trial Order dated September 28,2017, Record, pp. 279-284.

4
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Mayor of Magarao, Camarines Sur; and the secretary of the Sangguniang
Bayan of Magarao, Camarines Sur. The intended witnesses for the
defense, on the other hand, were Mapandi himself and Grace Toledo.6

EVIDENCE FOR THE PROSECUTION

On October 3 and 4, 2017, the prosecution presented private
complainant Elizabeth D.S. Sibulo who identified her Complaint' dated
April 19, 2012, as well as its annexes which constituted her direct
testimony.

Sibulo's version of the events, as culled from her affidavit-
complaint and court testimony, respectively, were as follows:

Sometime in November 2009, former Mayor Nelson B. Julia
(Mayor Julia) of Magarao, Camarines Sur received a communication
from Mapandi, then the Assistant Secretary (Asec. ) of the Department of
Energy, that the local government's request for solar street lighting had
already been approved by the DOE. Thereafter, Almonte, who
represented herself as Mapandi's consultant, met with Mayor Julia in
Quezon City. In this meeting, Almonte instructed Mayor Julia to look for
a possible contractor for the solar lighting project, and then bring the
chosen contractor to the Office of Asec. Mapandi. Mayor Julia brought
Sibulo to Mapandi's office at the DOE in Taguig City, and introduced
her to Mapandi and Almonte as a representative of Cha Construction &
Supply, an interested contractor in undertaking the implementation of the
solar street lighting project in Magarao. Sibulo was surprised to see
Francisco Merilles, the father of her (Sibulo's) friend in Naga City, in
Mapandi's office.

In this meeting, Mapandi told Sibulo that his office was primarily
tasked to "manage and release'" the solar street lighting project; he also
assured Sibulo that Cha Construction and Supply would get the project as
long as it would follow his instructions and comply with the DOE's
requirements. Mapandi then instructed Sibulo to deal only with Almonte
and Merilles. With such assurance of Mapandi, coupled with his position
at the DOE, Sibulo "was persuaded to proceed with the solar street
lighting project."?

___ -+-1_(7
6

7

8

9

Ibid I ~Complaint, rec<td, pp. 25-85.
Id. at 28.
Ibid.
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On the next day, Almonte invited Sibulo and Mayor Julia to a
meeting in Makati City where they were introduced to Undersecretary
Ramon Santos who was one of the approving authorities in the DOE who
will sign for the project release.

On December 4, 2009, Almonte called Sibulo and told her that
Mapandi was demanding PIOO,OOO.OO as advance money for the
processing of the documentation for the solar street lighting project
which should be deposited in Mapandi's personal account. Sibulo did
as instructed, and deposited PI00,000.00 to Land Bank Account No.
0717-0242-14 in the name of Matanog Mapandi at LBP's Naga City
Branch on the same day. IO

On December 9, 2009 Almonte asked Sibulo to deposit another
11300,000.00 in Mapandi's account for the expenses to be incurred for
seminar about the solar street lighting project to all the barangay and
municipal officials in Magarao, Camarines Sur.11 Apart from this
deposited amount, Sibulo was required to pay for the food and hotel
accommodations of the DOE officials; she also spent for their
pasalubong when they returned to Manila. After the seminar, Almonte
informed Sibulo that the bidding for the project would be held on
February 3, 2010.

Thereafter, the Office of Asec. Mapandi also required Sibulo to
submit the following documents: endorsement from Congressman Luis
R. Villafuerte, Endorsement from Governor Joey Salceda (as NDCC
Chairman); Letter from Aboitiz as supplier of Casureco 11; Program of
Works; and request of Mayor Nelson Julia.

On December 18,2019, Almonte called up Sibulo and required her
to deliver the amount of PI million to the office of Mapandi at the DOE,
allegedly, as advance money to be distributed to the undersecretaries of
the Department who will sign the project documentation. On the next
day, Sibulo flew from Manila to Naga where she was fetched by Almonte
and a driver. Almonte accompanied Sibulo to Mapandi's office where
she (Sibulo) handed the amount ofPlmillion to Alffiont;

~

~

\0

11
See Exhibit "0", Record, p. 455.
Exhibit "E", id. at 456.
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On December 28, 2009, Sibulo, through her secretary, Naomi
Ogarte, deposited the amount of PI00,000.00 to the LBP account of
Mapandi upon instructions again of Almonte.'?

On January 22, 2010, Almonte informed Sibulo that all her papers
regarding the solar street lighting project were in order, and that Mapandi
already gave advance money to all the undersecretaries who will sign the
project. Nonetheless, Almonte asked for additional money for the other
officials who, allegedly, also wanted a share of the dole out. Sibulo then
deposited P300,000.00 to Mapandi's LBP account on the same day. 13

On January 26,2010, Sibulo met Almonte at the Manila Hotel, and
handed to her (Almonte) the amount of P1.5 million for Mapandi.
Almonte then remarked "matutuwa nito si Asec Mapandi at baka
madaliin na yung project natin.,,14

On February 2, 2010, Sibulo, was directed by Almonte to deliver
P2million to Mapandi at the DOE. Sibulo did as instructed, and handed
112 million to Almonte. There and then, Mapandi instructed her to closely
check all her papers for bidding to ensure that these were all in order.
During the bidding that happened on the next day, Cha Construction was
declared as the winning bidder. Upon instructions from the office of
Mapandi, Sibulo went to China to contact possible suppliers and
purchase the solar-powered street lights which were not available in the
Philippines. Sibulo paid the supplier in China P3 million for the purchase
of solar-powered street lights. A few days after she came back from
China, she was required by Almonte to deposit another 1400,000.00 to
the same account of Mapandi. However, the bank already refused to
accept the deposit because they wanted an explanation on why there were
series of deposits to Mapandi' s account. Hence, she personally delivered
the amount to Almonte at the DOE in the presence of Mapandi.

After the bidding, Sibulo made follow ups with Mapandi but all
she got were promises until election ban came and the project was halted.
Unfortunately, Mayor Julia lost in the election and consequently there
was a change in the DOE administration. Sibulo was informed by
Almonte and Merilles that Mapandi would instead transfer the project to
Sorsogon City. Thereafter, they met with Mayor Dioneda of Sorsogon
City. From June to August 2010, Sibulo made follow-ups with Mapandi's
group but she was just asked to wait until a new DOE Secretary wouldIt7
13 Complaint, id. at 32.
•• IdaJ32. "'0
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appointed and had settled down. Sibulo told Mapandi "Sir, baka naman
hindi na mare/ease and project, malaki na ang gastos ko dyan at
nagkautang utang na rin ako". Mapandi assured her that " huwag kang
mag-ala/a, lalabas din yan, ako ang bahala." Meanwhile, Almonte and
Merilles continued communicating with Sibulo and she was required to
continue depositing money to Mapandi' s account so as not to lose the
project and be given to another contractor. Almonte even remarked
''padala ka ng pera para laging masaya si Asec Mapandi at maayos
naman na kausap yon". Thus, the following additional amounts were
deposited to the account of Mapandi, viz:.15

DATE: AMOUNT:
April 12, 2010 P50,000.00
April 27, 2010 PI00,000.00
May 7, 2010 P50,000.00

June 11,2010 P50,000.00
June 15,2010 P50,000.00
July 9, 2010 P20,000.00
July 14,2010 PI 00,000.00
July 28, 2010 P50,000.00

August 10, 2010 P33,500.00
August 20, 2010 P20,000.00

September 6, 2010 P5,000.00

On September 10, 2010, Almonte and Merilles showed Sibulo a
"Notice to Proceed" with the P150 million solar street lighting project in
Sorsogon City. However, such document was not yet signed by the DOE
secretary. Almonte told Sibulo that Mapandi already endorsed the project
to the newly-appointed DOE Secretary (Jose Almendras), and that the
project cost had been increased from P50million to P150 million.
Thereafter, Almonte asked Sibulo to shell out another P500,000.00,to be
given to a certain Asec. Ayson so that the NTP could be signed.

On September 15, 2010, Sibulo went to Manila and delivered the
~500,000.00 to Almonte in the presence ofMapandi at the latter's office .
.It was at this time that Sibulo met Maria Gracia Toledo, private secretary
of Mapandi, who had been assigned to follow up the approval of the
project with DOE officials.

On October 26, 2011, Almonte told Sibulo that Mapandi needed
money badly. Sibulo informed Almonte that she had no more money, bU~

" Id. at 35. / (

~
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she was eventually persuaded by Almonte to deposit the amount of
PI0,000.00 to the account of Mapandi."

On October 29, 2010, Almonte informed Sibulo that Asec. Ayson
already signed the NTP. However, another signatory, Asec. Allan V.
Oca, was demanding a share in the project dole outs. Sibulo met with
Almonte and Merilles in Quezon City and handed to them the amount of
P2S0,000.00. Thereafter, Sibulo made follow-ups with Toledo where she
was informed that the bidding for the project in Sorsogon City would be
scheduled on December 2010. However, no bidding ever took place.

Since then, Mapandi, Toledo, Merilles and Almonte became
evasive of Sibulo's calls. Sibulo began fearing for her life when she
received threats coming from her creditors whom she could not pay. This
prompted her to verify for herself at the DOE the status of the solar street
lighting project and was appalled to discover - though OIC-Asec.
Maylene Capongcol - that such project had long been disapproved by the
DOE. Engr. Josue Balacuit, the OIC-Chief Science Research Specialist,
confirmed that the solar lighting project had long been rejected by the
DOE.

Sibulo confronted Mapandi about the project's disapproval, but the
latter denied having any knowledge on this matter. Sibulo demanded the
return of her money as well as all other expenses she incurred for the
project. Mapandi assured Sibulo that all her investments would be
returned: he then informed her that Almonte and Merilles were not
connected with the DOE.

On April 27, 201l, Sibulo met with Almonte and Merilles where
the latter acknowledged receipt of the total amount the former gave for
the project." In settlement thereof and on the condition that Sibulo will
not file charges against them, Almonte issued to Sibulo three (3) post-
dated checks for a total of PlSmillion. However, these were all
dishonored when presented for payment with the drawee bank on their
respective due dates. 18

Neil Harby Sergio Salazar testified, among others, that he is the
proprietor of Cha Construction & Supply; Sibulo is one of the investors
in the company; he spent about PS million for the solar street light~'ng

16 Id. at 38; see also Exhibit "N-II," p. 479. ..,.......,
17 Id. at 40; see also Exhibits "P, P-I," pp. 481-482. f /
" Id. at 41 ; see also Exhibits "Q," "R," and "S", pp. 483 to 485. ~
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project and the rest of the amount spent thereon were from Sibulo and
other investors; he verbally authorized Sibulo to transact business with
the DOE concerning the project; and he executed a special power of
attorney for Sibulo to negotiate and deal with a Chinese solar street light
supplier.'?

Nelson B. Julia, former mayor of Magarao, Camarines Sur,
testified that she first heard about the solar lighting project of the DOE
sometime in 2008 through Almonte who represented herself to be
connected to the Office of Mapandi. According to Julia, Almonte offered
to accompany her to Mapandi's office if the Municipality of Magarao is
interested to avail of the project. Julia added that Almonte told her to
bring someone who could take care of the project, and that she chose
Sibulo because she was a known contractor. Julia and Sibulo went to the
DOE to further inquire on the project, and were able to talk to Mapandi
and Almonte. Thereafter, Mapandi, Almonte and Merilles went to
Magarao to conduct a seminar.I?

The Prosecution thereafter dispensed with the presentation of its
other intended witnesses and formally offered its evidence on March 9,
2018 consisting of the following:

Exhibits

B-4

Document Description

original copy of complaint dated
April 19, 2012 of Elizabeth DS.
Sibulo

signature of Elizabeth D.S. Sibu/o

DTI Certificate of Business Name
of Cha Construction and Supply

Contractor's License issued to
Cha Construction and Supply

Mayor's Permit No. 10-021-B of
Cha Construction and
Supply/Neil Harby Salazar

BIR Tax Clearance issued to Cha
Construction & Supply

BIR Certificate of Registration
issued to Neil Harby S. Sa/azar
ICha Construction & SUPPj

rJ
)0

A to A-18

A-17-a

B

B-1

B-2

B-3

19

20
See Judicial Affidavit, Record, pp. 370-380; TSN, November 8, 2017, pp. 5-24.
See Judicial Affidavit, Record, pp. 391-400; TSN, January 22, 2018, pp. 4-26.
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C updated Special Power of
Attorney executed by Neil Harby
S. Salazar and Elizabeth DS.
Sibulo

signature ofNeil Harby S.
Salazar

C-1

C-2

D

signature of Elizabeth DS. Sibulo

cash deposit slip dated 12/4/09
for PI 00,000.00 under LBP
SA 0717-0242-14, Matanog
Mapandi

cash deposit slip dated 12/9/09
for P300,000.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-14, Matanog
Mapandi

letter dated 12/31/2009 of
Congressman Luis R. Villafuerte

Ist Indorsement dated
01/02/2010 of Governor Joey S.
Salceda

E

F

F-1

F-2 letter dated 01/08/2010 of Bill L.
Ruccius, Facility Management
Consultant of Aboitiz Power

Resolution No. 09-161 approved
by the Sangguniang Bayan ng

. Magarao, Camarines Sur

letter dated 12/03/2009 of Nelson
Julia, Municipal Mayor of
Magarao, Camarines Sur

signature of Nelson B. Julia

reserved for documentation of
seminar on solar street lighting
project

cash deposit slip dated 12/28/09
for PI 00,000. 00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-14, Matanog
Mapandi

cash deposit slip dated 1/22/10
for P300,000.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-14, Matanog
Mapandi

Affidavit of Charmi S. Parahal
dated April 20, 2012

letter dated February 3, 2010 of

F-3

F-4

F-4-a

G (withdrawn)

H

I

J (withdrawn)

K (withdrawn)
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N-7

page 3 of Passport No.
XX2059780 of Elizabeth D8.
Sibulo

Chinese visa of Elizabeth D8.
Sibulo appearing on page 34 of
Passport No. XX2059780

cash deposit slip dated 3/22/10
for P400,000.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-14, Matanog
Mapandi

Memorandum dated March 22,
2010 of Joel Ranara, Branch
Head, LBP-Naga Branch

cash deposit slip dated 4/12/10
for P50,000.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-140fMatanog
Mapandi

cash deposit slip dated 4/27/10
for P100,000.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-14 of Matanog
Mapandi

cash deposit slip dated 5/7/1 Ofor
P50, 000. 00 under LBP SA 0717-
0242-14 ofMatanog Mapandi

cash deposit slip dated 6/11/10
for P50,000.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-140fMatanog
Mapandi

cash deposit slip dated 6/15/10
for P50,000.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-140fMatanog
Mapandi

cash deposit slip dated 7/9/10for
P20,000.00 under LBP SA 0717-
0242-14 ofMatanog Mapandi .

cash deposit slip dated 7/14/10
for PI 00,000.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-14 ofMatanog
Mapandi

cash deposit slip dated 7/28/10
for P50, 000. 00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-14 of Matanog
Mapandi

cash deposit slip dated 8/10/10
for P33,500.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-14 of Matanog

Mapan; ?7)i

L

t.:

M

M-I

N

N-1

N-2

N-3

N-4

N-5

N-6

N-8
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N-9

o

cash deposit slip dated 8120110
for P20,000.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-14 of Matanog
Mapandi

cash deposit slip dated 91611Ofor
P5,000.00 under LBP SA 0717-
0242-14 ofMatanog Mapandi

the handwritten date 09-06-10

the machine printed date 06
SEPT 2010

cash deposit slip dated 10126110
for P10,000.00 under LBP SA
0717-0242-140fMatanog
Mapandi

photograph attached as annex
"CC" of Exhibit "A"

draft computation of expenses for
the street lighting project

signature of accused Myrna A.
Almonte in Exhibit "P-1"

N-10

N-10-a

N-10-b

N-11

Pto P-1

P-1-a

P-2

Q

signature of accused Myrna A. A
Almonte in Exhibit "P"

Union Bank Check No.
0000001789 dated 5130111for
P5 million issued to Elizabeth
Sibulo

Q-1 China Bank Advice Memo on
returned Union Bank Check No.
0000001789 dated 5130111for
P5 million

Union Bank Check No.
0000001790 dated 6130111for
115million issued to Elizabeth
Sibulo

R

S

China Bank Advice Memo on
returned Union Bank check no.
0000001790 dated 6130111for
P5 million

Union Bank Check No.
0000001791 dated 7130111for
115million issued to Elizabeth

R-1

DOSOSib7 C7

~
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The Court admitted the above-stated evidence of the prosecution in
its Resolution" dated April 2, 2018.

The defense filed a Motion for Leave of Court to File Demurrer to
Evidence? but this was denied by the Court in its Resolution+ of April
25,2018.

EVIDENCE FOR THE DEFENSE

Matanog Mangansan Mapandi testified that Sibulo was
introduced to him by Almonte and Merilles during a meeting at his office
at the DOE sometime in 2009. At that time, Sibulo was with Mayor Julia
who wanted to propose a street lighting project in Magarao. Mapandi
discussed to them about renewable energy and how to access funds for
this project but he never told them that the project would be under his
management or direct control or supervision since he was handling the
Oil Industry Management Bureau and the Energy Resources and
Development Management Bureau. According to Mapandi, the solar
street lighting project was handled by the Renewable Energy
Management Bureau, in coordination with the Electric Power
Management Bureau.i"

Mapandi recalled that Almonte had been introduced to him by a
fellow Rotarian as someone promoting renewable energy particularly
waste energy. Almonte introduced herself as the daughter of General
Almonte who was known to some of his (Mapandi' s) former rebel
friends and being a former Muslim rebel himself. Almonte told Mapandi
on her interest in renewable energy, and sought the latter's help on this
matter. In their next meetings, Almonte informed Mapandi that her
father was happy that she had a Muslim friend. Almonte then asked if
Mapandi could "adopt" her as a daughter to which acquiesced to avoid
embarrassing her."

Mapandi further stated that in one of Almonte' s visits to his office,
she disclosed that her father (Gen. Almonte) reduced her monthly
allowance when he discovered her lavish lifestyle. Almonte requested
Mapandi if he could let his father send her allowance through Mapandi' s
bank account, since her father will only send money if it would re
21 Record, p. 499.
22 Id. at 504-505.
23 Id.at519.
24 See Judicial Affidavit dated August 30,2018, Record, pp. 578-580. C/
25 Id. at 580-581

~
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coursed through someone whom he could trust. Mapandi reluctantly
agreed, and gave his Land Bank ATM card to Almonte. Since then, he
never bothered to monitor the movement of this ATM Account."

Mapandi vehemently denied having a hand in the monies
demanded by Almonte and deposited to his Land Bank account, as well
as to the amounts Sibulo delivered to his office. He maintained that
Sibulo, Almonte and Merilles went to his office for guidance on the
processes and requirements for the renewable energy. He nevertheless
admitted that he went to Magarao with Almonte and Merilles to conduct
an information dissemination campaign on renewable energy. 27

Mapandi denied having announced that a solar street lighting
project had been approved through a public bidding. According to
Mapandi, there was no bidding conducted on the project as it was not
necessary. He never gave orders for Sibulo to go to China and purchase
the solar-powered street lights. He speculated that the acts of Almonte
and Merilles could have just been a ploy by Almonte and Sibulo to get
money from Sibulo's investora."

Mapandi revealed that he learned of the monies demanded from
Sibulo when the latter confronted him on April 22, 2011. Consequently,
Mapandi closed his Land Bank Account (No. 0717-0242-14) on April 25,
2011.

Mapandi also found out that Almonte had issued three (3) checks
totaling P15 million to Sibulo, but these checks bounced. Mapandi added
that Sibulo voluntarily executed an Affidavit of Desistance and a
Sinumpaang Salaysay/?

The other intended witnesses for the defense, i.e., Reynaldo V.
Liganon and Roxanne Toledo, were no longer presented in view of the
stipulations made during the trial held on December 11, 2018, as follows:
(1) Liganon was the Head Technical Assistant in the office of Mapandi,
and was among those who went to Magarao, Camarines Sur for the
conduct of seminar for the solar street lighting facility; and, (2) Toledo
was the Executive Secretary of Mapandi at the DOE and she saw Sibulo
inside the latter's office where she was introduced by Almonte.

eptember 24, 2018, pp. 18-19. !~
27 Id. at 582-583. ? /
28 Id. at 583-584. M
29 Ibid. /' V
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The defense formally offered its evidence on December 21, 2018
consisting of the following:

EXHIBIT

1

DESCRIPTION

2

Affidavit of Desistance and to Withdraw
Complaint against Matanog Mapandi
dated September 16,2014

Sinumpaang Salaysay of Elizabeth D.S.
Sibulo dated May 18,2015

Union Bank Check No. 0000001789
dated 6/30/11 for P5 million

Citibank Advice Memo on returned
Union Bank Check No. 0000001789

Union Bank Check No. 0000001790
dated 6/30/11 for P5 million

Citibank Advice Memo on returned
Union Bank Check No. 0000001790

Union Bank Check No. 0000001791 for
P5 million

3

3-1

4

4-1

5

The Court admitted the above-stated evidence of the defense in its
Resolution'? dated January 22,2019.

THE ISSUE:

The issue for the Court's consideration is whether Mapandi, under
the circumstances attendant in this case, can be held criminally liable for
the offense complained of?

OUR RULING:

The evidence on record convinces Us beyond reasonable doubt
that Mapandi is guilty as charged.

The prosecution duly established the elements of the crime charged

Accused Mapandi, Almonte and Merilles had been charged with
the crime of estafa under Article 315, paragraph 2(a) of the Revised Penal
Code, as amended, which reads:

so Record, p. 499. / C7
;fi
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Article 315. Swindling (estafa). - Any person who shall
defraud another by any of the means mentioned herein below
shall be punished by:

xxxx

2. By means of any of the following false pretenses or
fraudulent acts executed prior to or simultaneously with
the commission of fraud:

(a) by using fictitious name, or falsely
pretending to possess power, influence, qualifications,
property, credit, agency, business or imaginary
transactions, or by means of other similar deceits.

The elements of estafa under this Article are: (1) there must be a
false pretense, fraudulent act or fraudulent means; (2) such false pretense,
fraudulent act or fraudulent means must be made or executed prior to or
simultaneously with the commission of the fraud; (3) the offended party
must have relied on the false pretense, fraudulent act or fraudulent
means, that is, he was induced to part with his money or property because
of the false pretense, fraudulent act or fraudulent means; and (4) as a
result thereof, the offended party suffered damage. 3 1

To convict for this type of estafa, it is essential that the false
statement or fraudulent representation constitutes the very cause or the
only motive which induces the complainant to part with the thing of
value.F Simply put, it is indispensable that the element of deceit is
present as it is this element which produces the felony.

Fraud, in its general sense, is deemed to comprise anything
calculated to deceive, including all acts, omissions, and concealment
involving a breach of legal or equitable duty, trust, or confidence justly
reposed, resulting in damage to another, or by which an undue and
unconscientious advantage is taken of another. On the other hand, deceit
is the false representation of a matter of fact, whether by words or
conduct, by false or misleading allegations, or by concealment of that
which should have been disclosed; and which deceives or is intended to
deceive another so that he shall act upon it, to his legal injuryI~
31 See Augusto Sim, Jr. v. Hon. Court of Appeals, G.R. No. 159280, May 18, 2004. ~
32 See People of the Philippines v. Rodolfo Gallo, G.R. No. 185277, March 18,2010.
33 See Judith Ortega v. People of the Philippines, G.R. No. 177944, December 24,2008.
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In the present case, Mapandi led Sibulo to believe that he
possessed the power, means and legal qualifications to award the solar
streets lighting project to her, when in fact he did not. We recall that
Mapandi told Sibulo that his office was the one primarily tasked to
"manage and release" the solar street lighting project: he even assured
Sibulo that the project will be given to her as long as she follows his
instructions and comply with the requirements of the DOE. Evidently,
Sibulo would not have accepted the project had it not been for the
assurances of Mapandi that he possessed the power, authority and
capacity to award the solar streets lighting project to her as much as
Mayor Julia was convinced of such representations. We note in this
regard that Mapandi was a public officer at the time relevant to the cases,
being then the Assistant Secretary of the DOE (this fact had been
stipulated by the parties during the pre-trial). We thus cannot fault the
complainant if she readily believed the representations of Mapandi,
considering the high position the latter occupied at the DOE.

Notably, Mapandi admitted that he was not even a part of
Renewable Energy Management Bureau or the Electric Power
Management Bureau which has direct control and supervision over
the solar street lighting projects. To directly quote from the records:

xxxx

ATTY. JOSE P. VILLAMOR:

Q: x x x Mr. witness, will you explain to the
Honorable Court what are your functions with
the Department of Energy?

MATANOGMAPANDI:

A: I am the Assistant Secretary handling two (2)
bureaus, the Oil Industry Management Bureau
and the Energy Resources and Development
Management Bureau.

xxxx

Q: x x x Which department in the Department of
Energy covers solar renewable energy, which
bureau?

A: This is a collaborative function between the
Renewable Energy Management Bureau and the
Electricity Industry Management Bureau.

Q: Is that within your function?

C7
Ai
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A: Not within my function."

Notwithstanding the fact that the office of Mapandi had no
authority over matters concerning renewable energy and/or the solar
street lighting project, he still went to Magarao to conduct
education/information campaign on this matter. Significantly, Mapandi
admitted that there were no personnel from the Renewable Energy
Management Bureau and the Electricity Industry Management
Bureau present during these so-called education campaign.

It cannot also be disputed that Sibulo parted with her money and
suffered damage by reason of her reliance on the misrepresentations of
the accused. We point out that Mapandi admitted that he maintains
Savings Account No. 0717-0242-14 in Land Bank of the Philippines.
The evidence on record - particularly LBP Cash Deposit slip dated
December 4, 2009 under the account name Matanog Mapandi -
indubitably showed that the amount of PI00,000.00 had been
deposited in this account. This corroborated the claim of Sibulo that she
deposited PIOO,OOO.OO to the personal account of Mapandi upon the
instructions of Almonte. Accordingly, Sibulo suffered material and
financial damages, as the solar street lighting project had been
disapproved by the DOE, and the amount she deposited to Mapandi's
account was never returned to her.

What clinches Mapandi' s participation in the crime charged is his
admission that he gave to Almonte his Land Bank ATM card whose
account number corresponds to the account where the amount of
PI00,000.00 had been deposited by Sibulo on December 4, 2019. We
find unpersuasive Mapandi' s argument that he handed his ATM card to
Almonte merely as an accommodation, i.e., to facilitate the release of
Almonte's monthly allowance from her father. We also find outrageous
the claim of Mapandi that General Almonte would deposit money in his
(Mapandi' s) personal account, when they have not even met in person or
communicated with each other.

We emphasize in this regard that Mapandi gave his ATM card to
Almonte even if she had known Almonte for less than six (6) months
only. Surprisingly, Mapandi did not even keep track on the movementsf
" TSN. September Zd, 2018, pp. 9·10. I?J

~
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of this account to verify if indeed, General Almonte did deposit money in
his account.

We likewise find flimsy Mapandi' s insistence on good faith, that
is, that he was not aware any deposit made by Sibulo in his account. If it
were true that Mapandi only knew about the deposits made by Sibulo to
his account when Sibulo confronted him, it is rather strange why he kept
mum about it rather than confronting Almonte and Merilles, conduct an
investigation about such anomalous transactions and verify with the
bank, to see for himself why and how all these could have happened.
What Mapandi did was to simply close the account without even
requesting a bank statement at the closing of the account. His failure to
do so was such a gross omission that it would amount to a positive act of
himself committing, as his eo-accused did, a fraudulent representation,
which as the Ombudsman found, was not difficult to ascertain. It also
bears noting that when when Sibulo told Mapandi, "Sir, baka naman di
na ma-release and project, malaki na ang gastos ko diyan at nagka
utang-utang na rin aka", the latter even assured her, "wag kang mag-
alala, lalabas din yan, aka ang bahala."35

Interestingly, no one among the three accused informed Sibulo that
the project had long been disapproved while she was continuously being
asked to dole out money including for the other alleged officers of the
DOE who wanted a share in the dole out. As earlier stated, when Sibulo
told Mapandi of her uneasiness on whether the project would still
proceed, Mapandi assured her that the project will push through. Had
Sibulo not inquired personally from other DOE officials, she would not
have known that the solar lighting project had long been shelved or
rejected by the DOE.

It may not be amiss to state that Mapandi never denied knowing
Almonte and Merilles as in fact, he claimed he treated Almonte "like a
spoiled daughter" whenever she was in his office or around the DOE
premises. This admission supports the allegation of Sibulo that Mapandi
held out Almonte and Merilles to be his "consultants" or associates in the
DOE, and that the fraudulent misrepresentations were undertaken under
his direct instructions. Added to the fact that Mapandi admits he deals
with Sibulo for several times that she goes to his office to seek assistance
in getting the project; and that Sibulo and Merilles were always present
during the times she met with Sibulo in his office.

35 Record, p. 35. C?
AV
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While it may be argued that Sibulo did not actually hand the
PIOO,OOO.OO to Mapandi (as this was deposited in his account), the
proven circumstances in this case pointed to a conspiracy between
Mapandi, Almonte and Merilles.

There is conspiracy if two or more persons agree to commit a
felony and decide to commit it. Conspiracy must be proven on the same
quantum of evidence as the felony subject of the agreement of the parties.
Conspiracy may be proved by direct or circumstantial evidence
consisting of acts, words, or conduct of the alleged conspirators before,
during and after the commission of the felony to achieve a common
design or purpose."

It is common design which is the essence of conspiracy
conspirators may act separately or together, in different manners but
always leading to the same unlawful result. The character and effect of
conspiracy are not to be adjudged by dismembering it and viewing its
separate parts but only by looking at it as a whole.'? Acts done to give
effect to the conspiracy may be, in fact, wholly innocent acts. Yet, if they
are parts of the sum of the acts which are relied upon to effectuate the
conspiracy which the law forbids, they lose that character. Such acts
become a public wrong if the result is harmful to the public or to the
individual against whom the concerted action is directed."

In the present case, Mapandi acted in concert with his eo-accused
in making Sibulo believe that he possessed, power, means and legal
qualifications to award the solar streets lighting project to her, leading the
latter to deposit money to his (Mapandi' s) account, as shown by the
following circumstances: Almonte introduced herself to Mayor Julia as a
person connected with the Office of Asec. Mapandi at the DOE; Almonte
accompanied Mayor Julia and Sibulo to the Office of Mapandi to discuss
about the proposed solar street lighting project in the Municipality of
Mapandi; Mapandi assured Sibulo that his office was the one primarily
tasked to manage and release funds for the solar street lighting project;
Mapandi told Sibulo to deal with Almonte and Merilles on matters
concerning the project; Almonte called Sibulo on December 2009 and
informed her that Mapandi was asking PIOO,OOO.OO to be deposited at ~he

36 Preferred Home Specialties, Inc. v. Court of Appeals, G.R. No. 163593, December 16,2005.
37 See Juanita A. Aquino v. Teresita B. Paiste, G.R. No. 147782, June 25, 2008. ~
38 Supra, note 35. C '

~
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latter's account at the Land Bank of the Philippines; Mapandi, Almonte
and Merilles attended a seminar in Magarao where Mapandi, as one of
the speakers, assured the seminar's participants that Magarao had been
chosen as one of the recipients of a street lighting project using
renewable energy; Mapandi's office instructed Sibulo to go to China with
Almonte and Merilles to contact possible suppliers of street lights;
whenever Sibulo would follow-up Mapandi about the progress of the
solar street lighting project, the latter would assure her that everything
would be in order and that the project would push through; Almonte and
Merilles showed a document (notice to proceed) to Sibulo sometime in
2010, indicating that the project had already been indorsed by Mapandi to
Secretary Almendras; Mapandi told Sibulo that Almonte and Merilles
were not connected to the DOE only when Sibulo told him (Mapandi)
that the project had long been disapproved; Mapandi arranged a meeting
between Sibulo, Almonte and Merilles for the computation of expenses
incurred by Sibulo for the project; Almonte issued three post-dated
checks (later dishonored by the drawee bank upon presentment) with the
instruction to Sibulo not to file a case against her and Mapandi.

Under these given facts, there can be no question that the accused
acted in concert to attain a common purpose. Their respective actions
summed up to collective efforts to achieve a common criminal objective.
The totality of circumstances indubitably showed that Almonte and
Merilles were indeed conduits acting as purported "consultants" of the
DOE when in truth they were not, in order to siphon a huge amount of
money from Sibulo/Cha Construction & Supply for the botched project.
Verily, there was no way Sibulo could have known Mapandi's account
number if it had not been given by Almonte. Corollarily, it is not
disputed that Mapandi himself gave his ATM card to Almonte, giving
rise to the conclusion that Almonte has knowledge and access to his
account number.

The 'desistance' of Sibulo

We are not unaware that Sibulo executed an Affidavit of Desistance
and to Withdraw Complaint Against Respondent Asec. Matanog "Diego"
Mapandi." as well as a Sinumpaang Salaysayr' dated May 18, 2015
stating the circumstances which led her to withdraw her complaint
against Mapandi. These documents, however, could not exculpate

39

40
Record, pp. 598-601.
Id. at 602-605.
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Mapandi given the circumstances in which they had been obtained, as
will be discussed below.

It is settled that affidavits of recantation or desistance should be
regarded with suspicion and reservation, since they are easily obtained
for monetary consideration or through intimidation. In the present case,
the records bear out Sibulo did not voluntarily execute the affidavit of
desistance and affidavit: it was Mapandi himself who made these
documents, and that Sibulo signed them out of fear for her and her
family's safety. To directly quote from the records:

xxxx

PROSECUTOR JOSELITO R. FERRER:

Q: Can you please tell us the wordings of the
Affidavit of Desistance that you signed? Who
drafted it?

ELIZABETH SIBULO:

A: Asec. Mapandi, Sir.

Q: And what made you say so? What made you say
so?

A: Si Asec. Mapandi, Sir. Si Asec. po, Sir, who
made the affidavit.

Q: Why did you say so?

A: Kasi pag-meet po namin, pinapapirma nya po
ako doon sa affidavit.

Q: And why did you sign that Affidavit of
Desistance?

A: Kasi po natatakot po ako para sa sarili ko at sa
aking pamilya, baka kung ano pa ang mangyari
sa akin since alam ko po si Asec. Mapandi is
dati po siyang MILF leader.

xxxx

Q: And?

A: And aside po doon, he promised me na

->
)vi
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babayaran niya po ako - na ibabalik niya po sa
akin yong lahat ng nai-deposit kop 0 sa account
niya, Sir.

Q: Next point. Also, during the last hearing, you
admitted having signed a Sinumpaang Salaysay
marked by the defense as Exhibit
"2." Would you confirm that?

A: Yes, sir.

Q: And why did you sign that Sinumpaang
Salaysay, Madam Witness?

A: Dati po - ganun din po naka-prepare na po ang
Sinumpaang Salaysay at ganun din po and
reason ko na natatakot din po ako para sa sarili
ko at sa aking pamilya."'

During further questioning, Sibulo narrated on the witness stand
that when she met around 20-25 people at a hotel in Quezon City, she
had no choice but to sign the Sinumpaang Salaysay that these persons
brought to her out of fear for her life.42 It took a while before she
revealed these threats as she was fearful of what Mapandi might do to
her.

Clearly, the element of voluntariness on the desistance was
lacking: Sibulo signed the Affidavit of Desistance and to Withdraw
Complaint Against Respondent Asec. Matanog "Diego" Mapandi and
Sinumpaang Salaysay out of fear for her life.

The Proper Penalty

The amount involved in this case is PI00,000.00. Prior to
Republic Act No. 10951, the imposable penalty when the amount
involved exceeds P22,000.00 is the maximum period of prision
correccional in its maximum, as minimum, to prision mayor in its
minimum (i.e., six [6] years, eight [8] months, and twenty one [21] days
to eight [8] years), as maximum, plus one year for each additional
PI0,OOO.OO.

/I
41

42
TSN'lovember 7, 2017, pp. 5-6. k1\
Id at -10. I V
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With the enactment of RA 10951, the imposable penalties were
effectively reduced. When the amount involved is over P40,000.00 but
not exceeding Pl,200,000.OO, as in this case, the prescribed penalty is
only arresto mayor in its maximum period to prision correccional in its
minimum period (i.e., four [4] months and one [1] day to two [2] years
and four [4] months). Applying the Indeterminate Sentence Law (lSL),
the minimum term should be taken from arresto mayor in its minimum
and medium periods (i.e., one [1] month and one [1] day to four [4]
months), while the maximum term should be within the medium period
of the prescribed penalty (i.e., one [1] year and one [1] day to one [1]
year and eight [8] months) there being no aggravating or mitigating
circumstances present in this case.v'

Accordingly, the Court finds it proper to impose a penalty of four
(4) months and one (1) day of arresto mayor, as minimum, to one (1)
year and one (1) month of prision correccional, as maximum.

WHEREFORE, in light of all the foregoing, judgment is hereby
rendered finding accused Matanog Mangansan Mapandi GUlL TY
beyond reasonable doubt of the crime of estafa under Article 315,
paragraph (2)(a) of the Revised Penal Code, as amended, and is hereby
SENTENCED to suffer the indeterminate penalty of four (4) months and
one (1) day of arresto mayor, as minimum, to one (1) year and one (1)
month of prision correccional, as maximum. He is also ordered to pay
private complainant Elizabeth D.S. Sibulo the amount ofPI00,OOO.OOby
way of actual damages with legal interest from the filing of the
information until this amount is fully paid; and the costs of suit.

The charges against Almonte and Merilles are hereby ARCHIVED
without prejudice to their prosecution when they shall have been
apprehended and brought to the jurisdiction of this Court.

SO ORDERED.

Quezon City, Metro Manila, PhiliPPines! /7

fi'fJ

43 People of the Philippibnes v. Erlinda Racho y Somera, G.R. No. 227505, October 2,2017.
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